THE CHILD PROTECTION SERVICE PROVIDERS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (SPMS)

The SPMS has been developed in the framework of the Project Safe Communities for Safe Children and Adolescents in Kenya.

INCLUDES KEY DETAILS ABOUT

- SERVICES PROVIDED
- CASE CATEGORIES/TYPE OF CASES
- OPENING DAYS & TIMES
- CONTACT PERSON & PHONE NUMBER
- TYPE OF LIMITATIONS (AGE, GENDER, DISABILITY)

STRENGTHS

- EASY AND QUICK ACCESS TO DATA 24h/7
- DATA ARE SAFE AND SECURED
- COMPATIBLE WITH THE CPIMS DATABASE
- OVER 1500 SERVICE PROVIDERS MAPPED WITHIN KAKAMEGA AND NAJKURU COUNTIES
- CAN BE EXPANDED TO OTHER COUNTIES

TO ACCESS THE DATABASE GO TO
WWW.SERVICEPROVIDERS.TRIMWEB.IT

ALL USERS CAN IMMEDIATELY VISUALIZE ALL DATA THROUGH MAPS AND LISTS, FILTER DATA TO SEARCH THE MOST APPROPRIATE SERVICE, COMMUNICATE TO ADMINISTRATORS NEED OF UPDATES

ADMINISTRATORS (DCS HQ, CCCs, SSCO) CAN ENTER NEW DATA IN THE DATABASE, UPDATE EXISTING DATA, PERFORM DATA QUALITY CHECK ONLINE AND OFFLINE

CONTACT SUB COUNTY CHILDREN OFFICER FOR INFORMATION AND UPDATES

Phone n ..........................